
W.D. Henshaw Math 4820: Problem Set 5 Due: Thurs. March 8, 2018

General note: For computer exercises please provide listings of all computer programs
that were used to generate the results. Please present your results in a clear and neat
manner.

1. (20 points) Shooting. Consider the two-point boundary value problem (BVP)

u′′ = α2u, a ≤ x ≤ b,

u(a) = 0, u(b) = 1,

for u = u(x) with a = 0, b = 1, and α = 2.

(a) Based on a theorem given in class, explain why this problem will have a unique solution.

(b) Find the exact solution which is of the form u = c1e
αx + c2e

−αx.

(c) Write the equations as a first-order order system for y1 = y1(x, s) and y2 = y2(x, s), but
replacing the boundary condition u(b) = 1 with u′(a) = s where s will be the shooting parameter.

(d) Define the residual function

F (s) = y1(b, s) − 1

The goal is to find s∗ such that F (s∗) = 0, for then we will have solved the BVP. Write a Matlab
code to solve the first-order system in (c) using RK4. Use ∆x = (b−a)/N with N = 100. Solve the
initial value problem and plot F (s) for 11 values of s between [0, 1.5], i.e. for s = sj = (j−1)(1.5)/10,
j = 1, 2, . . . , 11. From the plot of F (s) find k such that sk ≤ s∗ ≤ sk+1.

(e) Starting from the interval [sk, sk+1] found in (d), use bisection to locate the root s∗ to 3 digits.
For each bisection step print the solution at the midpoint of the interval, sm, along with the residual
F (sm). Confirm your result by determining the exact value for s∗ from the known solution and
computing the error in the results from bisection.

(f) Write the IVP satisfied by z1 = dy1/ds and z2 = dy2/ds.

(g) Newton’s method. Following the algorithm discussed in class write a Matlab code to solve for
F (s∗) = 0 by Newton’s method by solving the IVP for the first-order system for the 4 unknowns
y1, y2, y3, y4, where y3 = z1 and y4 = z2. Use RK4 with N = 100. Use the starting guess sk found
in (d). Confirm that Newton’s method converges in one iteration by printing the residuals at the
start and after each iteration. Determine the error between the computed value for s∗ and the true
value.

2. (10 points) Direct Method. Solve the same BVP from 1. but now using a second-order accurate
finite difference method,

Ui+1 − 2Ui + Ui−1

∆x2
− α2Ui = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N − 1

U0 = 0, UN = 1,

on the uniform grid, xi = a+ i∆x where ∆x = (b− a)/N .

(a) Write the above problem as a matrix problem for the unknowns Ui, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N .
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(b) Write a Matlab code to solve the matrix problem (you could use the Matlab sparse matrix)
for N = 10 × 2k, for k = 1, 2, 3, 4. Compute the maximum error, Ek, as a function of k and also
compute the ratio Ek−1/Ek. Confirm that the approximation is second-order accurate.
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